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Rules are used as a programming paradigm in several application
domains, including active databases, planning, expert systems, and
billing. For example, active databases have rules that execute upon the
occurrence of particular events if specified condition predicates are
satisfied. It is often the case that multiple rules are fireable when a
particular event occurs. We propose a declarative mechanism to control
the interaction and execution of multiple rules. The mechanism is based
upon logical meta-rules that can express various types of relationships
between rules. The meta-rules allow us to reason statically about the
rule behavior. We can determine, in polynomial time, whether a rule will
never execute, whether two rules can ever be executed together, and
whether a rule system is guaranteed to have a unique execution set for
all possible rules that become fireable.
In this paper, we illustrate our techniques using rules in an active
database. A system based upon the meta-rules and the static analysis
presented here has been found to be of value in a billing application at
ATHT to control interactions between discount plans. ] 1999 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Rules are commonly used as a programming paradigm in
applications where there exists a cause-and-effect relation-
ship between events and actions taken in response to events.
These applications include query optimization, expert systems,
active databases, and billing. For example, in a query
optimizer, rules are used to specify query transformations
whenever the query matches a given pattern. Similarly, in a
billing system, rules can be used to select the discount plans
to be applied when a usage event occurs. Active databases
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have rules that execute upon the occurrence of particular
events if specified conditions are satisfied. In all these
applications, it is often the case that multiple rules are
fireable when a particular event occurs. However, on a
sequential computer, the action part of only one rule can be
executed at a time. Designers of active databases and rule-
based systems have had to struggle with this issue, and
a wide variety of techniques have been proposed and
implemented to control rule execution (the execution of the
action part of a rule) in such cases. Several of these techni-
ques are discussed in the related work, Section 8. We desire
a declarative mechanism to control completely which of the
multiple fireable rules are actually executed, and in what
order. By declarative, we mean that the programmer should
use a high-level language, such as a logical specification, to
control the interactions. By complete, we mean that the
system should be able to reason statically with the specifica-
tion and determine whether all interactions between the
rules have been resolved, and whether a unique execution
set and order can be guaranteed. We present our techniques
within the active database framework.
The motivation for a declarative approach is as follows. In
a typical active database, with sequential execution of fired
triggers, once the first trigger to execute out of the fireable
set has been selected, its execution can be used to modify the
truth of the conditionals in the other (fireable) rules. These
conditionals may be placed in the action parts of rules, if a
fireable rule is simply executed when its turn comes. Alter-
natively the conditionals can be made part of the condition
predicate, if this predicate is re-evaluated immediately prior
to execution. There are active databases that follow both0022-000099 30.00
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Zpolicies. For our purposes in this paper, this choice is
immaterial. In any case, as a consequence of changing the
truth of a conditional, a lower priority fireable rule may be
inhibited by a higher priority rule that became fireable at
the same time. Our experience in writing active rules in
database programs indicated that this was an error-prone
programming artifice. Additional ‘‘flag’’ variables (boolean
variables) were introduced, the action parts (andor condi-
tion predicates) for rules became more complex on account
of these flag variables, and it was not always easy to deter-
mine exactly under what conditions to set or reset the flag
during execution of a rule. Users would much prefer a
mechanism where one could explicitly state, for instance,
that if rules A and B together become fireable, then rule A
inhibits rule B. Note that this notion is not captured by rule
priorities: that would be a statement to the effect that if rules
A and B together become fireable, then rule A executes
before rule B.
The motivation for wanting to specify behavior com-
pletely is that most active databases and rule systems, even
when they do permit the explicit specification of priorities,
allow an ‘‘escape hatch’’ and use system-derived priorities,
based upon selected ad hoc heuristics, where the user
specification does not suffice. While allowing such an escape
hatch is probably good engineering design, we believe that
it is important to be able to tell the rule specifier whether the
escape hatch is ever going to be used. In many circumstan-
ces, programmers may wish to exercise complete control
over what happens in any given set of circumstances and
may prefer to obtain a guarantee that a heuristic ordering
will never be applied. In other cases programmers may
wish to identify the cases where a heuristic ordering is
necessary.
1.2. Results
The rule specifier is provided a meta-rule language to
manage rule interactions. We allow four types of meta-rules.
Positive requirement meta-rules state that if a certain rule is
selected for execution, then some other rule must also be
selected. Disabling meta-rules allow one rule to prevent
another from executing. Preference meta-rules give a rule
priority over another one if only one of a pair can be selected
for execution (e.g., due to some disabling meta-rules).
Finally, Scheduling meta-rules give control over the order in
which rules are executed and are similar to relative priority
rules.
The advantage of our meta-rules approach over conven-
tional solutions is that (1) it provides a powerful and
expressive mechanism for controlling rule interactions, and
(2) it makes this control explicit and formal, in a language that
is sufficiently tractable that automated analysis of the meta-
rules is possible. We show how to infer all additional meta-
14 JAGADISH, MENDELrules from a given set and how to perform, at specificationtime, analyses such as finding ‘‘dead’’ rules that can never
fire or determining whether there will always be a unique
set of rules selected for execution from any possible fireable
set.
Often, a semantic analysis of a rule system can lead to
such insights. In fact there is a large body of literature
devoted to such semantic analysis. In this paper, we do not
look at the semantics of the rules at all. Instead, we assume
that universally applicable results of any semantic analysis
are explicitly encoded in the meta-rules. Of course, results
specific to particular choices of values for some variables or
rule firings cannot be so encoded and must be taken into
account separately after the global analysis.
We begin with a motivating example in Section 2 from
a frequent flier application that shares several common
features with billing applications we are familiar with. Our
broad framework of rules and meta-rules is outlined in
Section 3. In Section 4 we develop a sound and complete
axiomatization for meta-rules. The axiomatization and the
existence of a polynomial-time algorithm to test implication
of meta-rules are exploited in Section 6 to determine proper-
ties of a given rule system, such as whether it is guaranteed
to result in a unique execution of rules no matter which set
of rules become fireable. For this deterministic case, Section
7 has an algorithm to determine, given a set of fireable rules,
which rules are executed and in what order. Related work
is discussed in Section 8, and concluding remarks are
presented in Section 9.
2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The work presented in this paper is motivated by real
problems encountered in billing applications at AT6T. To
decrease software development (and maintenance) cost, and
to enhance flexibility, there is a move to make data manage-
ment and processing ‘‘rule-based’’ wherever possible. As an
attempt is made to capture in rules the involved semantics
of discounting plans, rule conflicts and ambiguities are inad-
vertently created. The work presented here is an attempt to
address this real problem. Since we cannot describe here the
exact demands of our specific billing application, we have
created an example that captures much of the spirit of the
problem (think of FlightDetail as the analog of a
telephone call table and mileage computation as the analog
of charge computation). We use this example throughout
the paper.
The rule interaction problem is present in relational as
well as in object-oriented databases. The techniques presented
in this paper are applicable to both models. However, due
to our familiarity with the Ode [AG89] database and its
support for active data [GJ91], we present the example
ON, AND MUMICKbelow in O++, the programming language for Ode.
Example 2.1. Consider an airline with a database
recording frequent flier miles for each customer. The data-
base has in it the following classes:
1. A Customer class with several attributes including
totalmiles, representing the total frequent flier mileage
accumulated by the customer, and status, representing
the current membership grade for the customer, such as
Basic, Silver, Gold, or Platinum.
2. A FlightDetail class with one instance per flight
per customer, with attributes custid, origin, destina-
tion, date, classofservice, miles, among
others. The miles attribute records the number of frequent-
flier miles earned by the customer on account of this flight.
The custid attribute is a pointer to an instance of the
Customer class.
One frequently applied update to this database is the
creation of a new instance of the FlightDetail class,
recording the fact that a customer took a flight. Associated
with each FlightDetail object, and fired upon creation
of the FlightDetail object, are triggers that cause an
appropriate value of the miles attribute to be computed
and cause the totalmiles attribute of the associated
Customer object to be updated. Some of the triggers
written for this purpose are described below. The function
distance(origin, destination ) is assumed to compute
the flight distance between two given points.
[a]: UPON FlightDetail
if (TRUE)
miles=distance(origin, destination );
Rule [a] does the basic miles computation based upon the
distance between the pair of cities flown.
[b]: UPON FlightDetail
if (miles<500)
miles=500;
At least 500 are awarded for each flight taken.
[c] UPON FlightDetail
if (classofservice==‘‘first’’)
miles=2* miles;
Rule [c] awards double miles to first class customers.
[d] UPON FlightDetail
if (custid  status==‘‘premium’’)
miles=2* miles;
Rule [d] awards double miles to ‘‘premium’’ customers.
[e] UPON FlightDetail
if (custid  totalmiles>=100, 000)
miles=500+miles;
Rule [e] awards an extra 500 miles to any customers with
more than 100,000 miles in their account already.
MANAGING CONFLIC[ f ]: UPON FlightDetail
if (destination=‘‘SFO’’)
miles=500+miles;Rule [ f ] awards an extra 500 miles for flight into San
Francisco airport as a special promotion.
[ g]: UPON FlightDetail
if (TRUE)
custid  totalmiles=
custid  totalmiles+miles;
Rule [ g] accumulates into the customer account the total
mileage awarded.
It is easy to see that these triggers have interactions. For
instance, if the trigger [g] were executed before all the other
applicable ones, then the result stored for total miles in the
CUSTOMER class would be wrong. Similarly, [a] must have
completed execution before any of the other rules can
execute properly.
Some controls on trigger execution, such as those dis-
cussed in the preceding paragraph, are required simply
to produce a meaningful result. Other controls may be
applied to select between different possibilities. For
instance, applying [f] before [d] will give premium
customers 1000 miles extra, rather than 500 miles extra, if
SFO is their destination. Applying [d] before [f] will give
even premium customers only 500 extra miles for SFO.
Which order is chosen affects the final value for miles
earned.
Often, premium customers may have more than 100,000
miles in their ccount. We may desire that these customers
get only the double miles and not the 500 mile bonus in
addition. In other words, rule [d] and rule [e] disable each
other, with respect to a specific customer. Further, for
a premium member with more than 100,000 miles we
want to prefer the premium bonus to the 100,000 mile
bonus.
Simple solutions, such as firing all rules and letting trans-
action semantics serialize exemption, will not produce
desired results. Even explicit ordering of rule execution is
not enough unless deactivation of later rules is allowed in
the action part of earlier rules. Expressing the correct checks
for such deactivation is nontrivial.
A workable alternative is to merge all these rules into a
single large trigger with a complex action part. Such an
approach suffers from several drawbacks. First, the action
part of the resulting mega-trigger would itself involve condi-
tion-checking to manage flow of control. A general purpose
programming language, rather than just SQL, may be
called for, making the application complex and losing the
advantage of a rule-based system. Also, specifying the flow
correctly may be difficult. Second, the design is no longer
modular and is not a direct representation of the ideas in a
user’s mind, unlike the triggers written above. If a new
promotion is to be applied to the frequent flier miles
15TS BETWEEN RULEScomputation, this promotion may not be simply a matter of
expressing a new rule, but instead a complex reprogram-
ming task. Third, to the extent that the resulting complex
Zprogram is specified procedurally, we may lose oppor-
tunities for optimization that are present with a declarative
specification.
One could argue that such a single large procedural
trigger is simpler to write and to understand, and it certainly
is so from the the perspective of a large system with many
triggersmerging multiple triggers into a smaller number
of larger triggers makes this large system easier to under-
stand and manage. However, we pay the price in terms of
the complexity of the trigger itself. While merging a couple
of rules into a larger trigger may sound easy, such a merger
is not straightforward when the number of rules becomes
large and in fact is a major source of complexity in real
systems today that compute frequent flier miles, telephone
discounts, and such.
Our approach to the management of these interactions
between rules is through the declarative specification of
meta-rules. For instance, a meta-rule could state, in the
example above, that only one of [d] and [e] should execute
when both are applicable to a customer. Our problem then
is how to specify and implement meta-rules that select a
subset of applicable rules for execution in any context, and
further determine in which order the rules in the subset
should be executed.
3. RULES AND META-RULES
An active rule system S=(V, M) consists of a set of
rules, V, and a set of meta-rules, M. We first present our
model for active rules, and then introduce a language for
specifying meta-rules to control interaction between rules.
3.1. Rules
A rule comprises an event, a condition, and an action,
and is associated with a particular object in the database.
Each rule is activated upon an event occurrence, such as
creation of the object. The set of rules associated with an
object that can be activated upon a common event is
denoted as V. The requirement that the set of rules forming
V be associated with a single object is due to our considera-
tion of the Ode active database model. In general, V is any
set of rules that can be activated together. In a relational
system, V could be the set of active rules defined on a
relation that can be activated together.
When a rule is activated, its condition is checked. If
the condition of a rule evaluates to true, the rule is said to
be fireable. A fireable rule may or may not be executed,
depending upon the meta-rules specified to control execu-
tion of the rules.
The set of fireable rules associated with a particular object
16 JAGADISH, MENDEL(or tuple) is denoted as I, or the input set (input for the rule
selection algorithm). Semantic analysis may show that
certain subsets of V cannot simultaneously be fireable.However, we do not look at the semantics, and in general
assume that I could be any (improper) subset of V. The
subset of I that actually executes is denoted as O, or the
execution set (output from the rule selection algorithm).
Clearly, OIV. An ordering for all the rules in O is
determined, and all these rules are executed in the specified
sequence. This execution model is similar to that of
[DBB+88, GJ91].
Many other rule systems have an execution model in
which exactly one of the the fireable rules is selected for
execution. After this rule has executed, the fireable set of
rules is reevaluated. In such systems, the execution set
comprises only a single rule from I. We do not consider this
execution model further in this paper, for two reasons. First,
our work is inspired in the context of the Ode system, and
so the execution model we consider is that of Ode, even
though this differs from that of some other rule systems.
Second, and most important, rule systems that reevaluate
the fireable set after every rule execution tend to be
appropriate for ‘‘closed’’ environments, where the events of
interest are in the same domain as the actions taken; for
instance, both could be updates to a database. (Sometimes,
there is not even a notion of an event: rules are simply
fireable as soon as their condition part is satisfied.) In our
case, we are keen to permit events of interest that are
external, even if this then gets reflected as an update to a
database. For instance, the act of a passenger boarding a
flight is a real-life event, and there are a number of actions
that we wish to take in consequence. It would not be
appropriate to take only the first action and then wait for
the next event.
Example 3.1. Consider the active rules [a] } } } [ g] in
the frequent flier database of Example 2.1. All these rules are
activated upon the creation of a FlightDetail object.
Thus V=[a, b, c, d, e, f, g].
Rules [a] and [b] are always fireable, since miles<500
is true initially. (Rule [b] may not fire after rule [a]
executes, but we do not know this in advance.) Rule [c] is
fireable if the flight is taken in first class. Rule [d] is fireable
if the flight is taken by a ‘‘Premium’’ customer. Rule [e] is
fireable if the flight is taken by a customer with more than
100,000 total miles. Rule [ f ] is fireable if the flight ends in
San Francisco. Rule [ g] is always fireable. Thus, the input
set I depends upon the newly created flight detail object.
Because we analyze rules after the fireable set has been
determined, from now on we treat rules as atomic objects
with no internal structure. We do not try, for example, to
detect mutually exclusive conditions or rules that will never
become fireable.
ON, AND MUMICK3.2. Controlling Information
Our idea is to use statements in a control language to
manage the interaction of rules in V. What should this
control language be? It appears to be a bad idea to have a
very rich control language, with possible data value dependen-
cies. In such a case, the control meta-rules may themselves
begin to look like rules and may themselves require some
meta-control!
A reasonable choice appears to be to use some subset of
propositional logic, with two propositional symbols for
each rule in the underlying system. For rule Rj , proposition
Ij can mean ‘‘rule Rj is enabled to fire’’ and proposition Oj
can mean ‘‘rule Rj actually fires.’’ Control rules would be
statements of the form ‘‘if certain rules areare not enabled,
and certain rules firedo not fire, then certain other rules
mustmust not fire.’’
Such a language would certainly be very expressive.
The problem is that such expressive power carries with it
high computational complexity: we could easily encode an
arbitrary conjunctive normal form propositional formula
into a set of statements in this language, showing that
satisfiability of sets of control statements and implication
of one such statement from a given set would both be
computationally intractable.
In consequence, we propose as the meta-rule language
a subset of propositional logic that still provides the
expressive power to be able to enforce most of the types of
rule interactions that users and applications may desire.
This statement is based on an empirical study of rule inter-
actions in a major rule-based database application in
AT6T, in which we satisfied ourselves that, at least so far
as this application was concerned, our set of meta-rules is
enough to express all the interactions of interest.
It is also easy to show that the addition of small addi-
tional functionality, such as disjunctions, into the chosen
set of meta-rules makes inference over the meta-rule set
intractable.
3.3. Meta-Rules
Let M be a set of meta-rules that control the interaction
and execution of the rules in V. These metarules are used to
(1) select the set O from I and (2) worder the resulting
execution set. The rules in the set I&O are not executed, as
a result of the restrictions imposed by the meta-rules.
Meta-rules are of four types, as listed below, where,
A, B, C, D, ... # V :
Positive requirement meta-rules: A#B; if rules A and B
are in the input set and rule A executes, then rule B must
execute as well. In the airline example, rule [c] requires that
rule [a] must also execute. To express this constraint, we
write a meta-rule [c]#[a].
Disabling rules: AB; rules A and B disable each other;
MANAGING CONFLIConly one of them may execute, even if both A and B are in
the input set. The meta-rule A is a special unary case of this
rule and means that the rule A can never be executed. It canbe viewed as shorthand for AA. In the airline example, only
one of rules [d] and [e] should be allowed to execute.
Preference rules: B>A; if rules A and B are in the input
set, and are both fireable, then B should not be dropped
from the execution set unless A also is. In other words, if A
and B are both fireable, and there is some reason that A and
B cannot both be executed, then we prefer to execute B
rather than A. In the airline example, when rules [d] and
[e] are both fireable, execution of both together is dis-
allowed by the disabling meta-rule de. At this point, we
prefer to execute rule [d] rather than rule [e], that is, d>e.
Scheduling rules: AOB; if rules A and B are in the input
set and are both selected for execution, execute A before B.
In the airline example, when rules [a] and [b] are both
executable, we can require the rule [a] execute before [b]
by stating aOb.
To understand the difference between positive require-
ment and preference rules, consider the airline example.
Example 3.2. As mentioned earlier, d>e means that
we must choose rule [d] when both rules [d] and [e] are
fireable but we have to choose only one. If the fireable set
contains only [e], then we want to execute [e]. If the
fireable set contains only [d], then we want to execute [d].
On the other hand, c#a means that for rule [c] to execute,
rule [a] must execute. If only rule [c] is fireable, then [c]
cannot execute. However, if only rule [a] is fireable, then
[a] can execute, and if both rules [a] and [c] are fireable,
but we must choose one of these, then rule [a] can execute.
Note that the positive requirement meta-rule is asym-
metric while the disabling meta-rule is symmetric. The
reason that we chose the asymmetric requirement rule is
that one can express a symmetric requirement rule (A and
B require each other), using two asymmetric requirement
rules (A#B and B#A), while we cannot express the asym-
metric requirement rule using the symmetric requirement
rules and other rules.
For disabling rules, we can express an asymmetric disabling
meta-rule (if A is in the input set, then B cannot fire, but if
B is in the input set, A can still fire), if desired, through a
symmetric disabling meta-rule (AB) and a preference meta-
rule (A>B).
Example 3.3. For the airline example, the following
meta-rules capture the desired policy to resolve the interac-
tions stated in Section 2.
b#a: Rule [b] positively requires rule [a].
c#b, d#b, e#b, f #b, and g#b: Rules [c], [d], [e],
[ f ], and [ g] all positively require rule [b].
17TS BETWEEN RULESde: Rules [d] and [e] cannot execute together.
d>e: If both [d] and [e] are fireable, then prefer [d].
ZaOb, bOc, bOd, bOe, bO f, bO g, cO f, cO g, dO f,
dO g, eO f, eO g, and f O g: Whenever a listed pair is
executed, one must be scheduled before the other.
The formal semantics of a set M of meta-rules is defined
by considering the models for the set M.
Definition 3.1 (Model). A model for a set M of meta-
rules is a quadruple (V, I, O, |) where V is a set of rules
(treated as atomic objects for our purposes), OIV, and
| is a total order on the set O.
We say that (V, I, O, |) satisfies meta-rule + if the
following hold:
1. When + is of the form A#B, then if A # O, then
B # O.
2. When + is of the form AB, then c(A # O6B # O).
3. When + is of the form B>A, then if ABI6A # O,
then B # O.
4. When + is of the form AOB, then if A and B both
appear in the execution set O, then A appears before B in the
total order |.
The quadruple (V, I, O, |) is a model for the set M of
meta-rules if (V, I, O, |) satisfies every meta-rule + # M.
Example 3.4. For the airline example, one may verify
that the quadruple
([a, b, c, d, e, f, g], [a, b, c, d, e, g], [a, b, c, d, g],
(a  b  c  d  g))
is a model. The term (a  b  c  d  g) specifies the total
order | between the rules in the execution set.
3.4. Analysis Goals
Given an active rule system S=(V, M) , one would like
to determine the following:
v Given a rule A # V, is it possible that A does not
execute for any input set? A rule that can never execute due
to the meta-rule specification will be called a dead rule.1
What are all such dead rules?
v Given a pair of rules A, B # V, can A and B execute
together for some input? What are all such A, B pairs?2
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1 A rule may never fire because it has a condition predicate that can
never be true or is triggered by an event that can never occur. Such
analysis, of the semantics of the rules themselves, is outside the scope of this
paper. When we say all dead rules, we mean all rules that are dead on
account of the specified set of meta-rules.
2 As in the case of dead rules, we do not analyze whether there actually
is a database state and event occurrence for which the condition predicates
of the two rules can actually be satisfied simultaneously. We merely capture
whether such simultaneous satisfaction is possible given the set of
meta-rules. In fact, if the application semantics indicate that two rules can
never fire together, it is useful to capture this as a meta-rule.v Is a nonempty solution O possible for at least one valid
nonempty input set I?
v Is the set of meta-rules guaranteed to result in a unique
total order | for every execution set O for every fireable
set I?
v Are some of the meta-rules in M redundant?
We will answer these questions in Section 6. But in order
to do so, we need to reason with meta-rules and understand
how to infer new meta-rules from a given set. We give the
inference rules in Section 4.
4. INFERRING META-RULES
Given a set M of meta-rules, other meta-rules will be logi-
cally implied by this set. For instance, if rule A positively
requires B, and B in turn positively requires C, then any
model of these two meta-rules must also satisfy that A
positively requires C, even though this requirement may
never have been explicitly stated in a meta-rule. Similarly, if
A positively requires C, but A and C disable each other,
then A can never execute (rule A disables itself ).
Inference of meta-rules in the above manner can be done
independent of the input set I. We assume in this section
that we are given a rule system, S, comprising the set V and
the meta-rules M. The main result in this section is an
inference algorithm guaranteed to infer every interaction
relationship derivable on the basis of the given set of rules
and meta-rules. The inference algorithm can be used to
identify ‘‘dead’’ rules that can never execute and also forms
a necessary basis for the other results presented in the next
sections. Our first set of inference rules will ignore the
scheduling meta-rules. Later we will bring the scheduling
meta-rules back into the analysis and show that they are
related to positive requirement, disabling, and preference
rules.
Definition 4.1 (Implication). In a rule system S,
comprising the set V and the meta-rules M, we say that M
implies a meta-rule + if every model of M satisfies +.
4.1. Complete Inference Axioms
We present below a set of syntactic inference rules A1A8
and show that they capture meta-rule implication. The
inference rules are of the form 1 |&#, where 1 is a set of
meta-rules and # is a meta-rule. We say that meta-rule + can
be derived from the set of meta-rules M, and denote this by
M |&+, when either + is in M, or it can be derived from M
by a repeated number of applications of axioms A1A8.
ON, AND MUMICKA1 AB |&BA. If A cannot execute with B, then B cannot
execute with A.
A2 (A#B 7 BC) |&AC. If A positively requires B, and
if B and C cannot execute together, then A and C can never
execute together.
A3 A |&AB. If A can never execute, then for every rule
B, A and B can never execute together.
A4 |&A#A. Rule A positively requires itself.
A5 (A#B 7 B#C) |&A#C. If A positively requires B,
and if B positively requires C, then A positively requires C.
A6 A |&A#B. If A can never execute, then for every
rule B, A positively requires B.
A7 |&A>A. If we have to choose between A and A,
choose A.
A8 (A#B 7 C>B) |&C>A. If A positively requires B,
and if C is preferred over B, then C is preferred over A.
The following theorem shows that M implies + if and
only if + can be derived from M using these rules.
Theorem 4.1. The set of inference rules A1A8 is sound
and complete for positive requirement, disabling, and
preference rules.
Proof. Soundness is straightforward. For example,
consider A8. Suppose (V, I, O) satisfies A#B and C>B
and ACI ; then if AO, then BO, and hence BI so
BCI and by C>B, C # O, showing C>A.
To prove completeness, let M be a set of meta-rules.
Suppose first that there is a meta-rule +=A#B such that
M |&3 +. Construct a model of M in which + does not hold
as follows. For each rule C mentioned in M, let C+ be the
set of all rules D such that M |&C#D using the axioms
A1A8. Consider the structure (V, I, O) in which V is the
set of all rules mentioned in M and I=O=A+. We claim
this is a model of M. First note that, since I=O, any meta-
rule of the form B>Y is satisfied. Now consider any meta-
rule C#D in M. If C  A+, then C#D is trivially satisfied
by O. If C # A+, then by axiom A5, D # A+, so C#D holds
in O. Now consider a meta-rule CD in M. If [CD] is not a
subset of A+ clearly O satisfies the meta-rule. Suppose
CDA+. Then M |&A#C, which with CD yields AD
by axiom A2. Also M |&A#D (since we assumed that
CDA+), which together with AD and axioms A1 and A6
yields A#B, contradicting M |&3 A#B.
Now suppose there is a meta-rule +=AB such that
M |&3 +. Construct a model of M in which + does not hold
as follows. Let V be as before, and I=O=A+ _ B+. By
axiom A4, A and B are both in A+ _ B+, so + does not hold
in O. Now we have to show that O is a model of M. As
above, every meta-rule C>D holds. Consider any meta-
rule CD in M and suppose this rule does not hold in O.
First, suppose both C and D are in A+ (the case where they
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A/C, which with CD and A2 yields AD. We can also derive
A#D, which with AD and axiom A3 yields AB, acontradiction. So it must be the case that, say, C # A+ and
D # B+. From B#D and CD we get BC by A2. From A#C
and BC we get AB by A2, a contradiction since we assumed
M |&3 AB. Hence all exclusion rules of M hold in O. Now
consider any meta-rule C#D in M. Either C is not in O, in
which case the meta-rule holds trivially, or D is in O by
repeated application of axiom A5.
Finally, suppose there is a meta-rule +=A>B such that
M |&3 +. Construct a model with V as above, I=[A, B+],
and O=B+. Clearly + does not hold unless A # B+; but by
axioms A7 and A8, this derives A>B, a contradiction. To
show that this is a model of M, consider first any meta-rule
C#D in M. If C # B+, then D # B+, so the meta-rule holds.
Now consider any meta-rule of the form CD in M. The only
way this can fail is if CDB+. From B#C and CD we
derive BD by axiom A2. From BD and B#D, we get B#A
by axioms A1 and A6, and A>B by axioms A7 and A8, a
contradiction. To complete this case, consider any meta-
rule C>D in M. Suppose CD[A, B+] and DB+. If
C # B+, then C>D is satisfied and we are done. If not,
then C=A. From A>D and B#D, by axiom A8, we get
A>B, which we assumed was not derivable from M, a
contradiction. K
A consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that we can determine
what positive requirement and disabling meta-rules are
implied by a set without considering the preference rules, as
stated by the following,corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let M be the set of rules in M of the
form A#B or AB. Let + be a rule of one of these forms. Then
M |&+ if and only if M |&3 +.
4.2. Axioms Involving Scheduling Rules
Finally, we bring the scheduling meta-rules back into the
picture. It might seem that the scheduling rules are inde-
pendent of the others, because they only constrain the order
in which rules fire after they have been selected by applying
the other meta-rules. However, this is not the case; there is
a subtle interaction between scheduling, positive require-
ment, and disabling meta-rules, captured by the following
three inference axioms. We use the notation A#X, where
A is a rule and X=[B, B1 , ..., Bk] is a set of rules, to
abbreviate A#B for every B # X.
A9 (AOB1 7 B1 OB2 7 } } } 7 Bk OB) 7 A#X 7 B
#Y |&AOB, where X _ Y=[B1 , ..., Bk].
A10 (B1 OB2 7 } } } 7 Bk OB1) 7 A#X 7 B#Y |&
AB, where X _ Y=[B1 , ..., Bk].
A11 AB |&AOB.
Axiom A9 says that O is transitive as long as the two ends
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A10 says that if there are two rules A and B that together
require the execution of a set of rules whose precedence
Zrelation is cyclic, then A and B cannot both be selected for
execution. Axiom A11 may seem counterintuitive, but note
that AOB means ‘‘if A and B both appear in the execution
sequence, then A appears before B,’’ which is trivially true if
A and B can never both appear in the execution (and in fact
BOA can also be derived by axiom A1).
Theorem 4.3. The set of inference rules A1A11 is sound
and complete for positive requirement, disabling, preference,
and scheduling rules.
Proof. (Soundness) Consider A9. Suppose (V, I, O, |)
satisfies AOB1 , B1 OB2 , ..., Bk OB, A#X, B#Y, and
X _ Y=[B1 , ..., Bk]. Let [A, B]/I. Then, due to the
positive requirement meta-rules, [B1 , ...., Bk]/O/I.
Given the precedence meta-rules, the ordering | on the
execution set O ensures that AOB. For A10, suppose the
premises of the axiom hold in (V, I, O, |) , and suppose A
and B are both in O. As for A9, this implies [B1 , ..., Bk]
OI, but the scheduling meta-rules for the Bi ’s are cyclic
and hence cannot be satisfied, a contradiction. We conclude
that A and B cannot both be in O; that is, AB holds in
(V, I, O, |). Finally, soundness of A11 follows immediately
from the explanation in the paragraph before Theorem 4.3.
(Completeness) First we need to extend the proof of
Theorem 4.1 to this larger class of meta-rules. For each
construction of the partial interpretation (V, I, O) in this
proof, we define a total order on O as follows. Construct a
directed graph with a node for each rule A # O and an edge
from A to B if M |&AOB. Suppose this graph is cyclic, with
a cycle B1 , ..., Bk , B1 . We show that in each construction in
the proof of Theorem 4.1, cyclicity of this graph leads to a
contradiction. In the first construction, where O=A+ for
some rule A#B not implied by M, from A#[B1 } } } Bk] we
derive A by A10, and hence A#B, a contradiction. In the
second construction in the proof, where O=A+ _ B+ for
some AB not derivable from M, we similarly derive AB,
a contradiction. Finally, in the third construction, where
I=[A, C] and O=A+ for some C>A not implied by M,
we similarly derive A#C and hence C>A, a contradiction.
So, in all three constructions the graph constructed above is
acyclic. We can therefore impose on O the total order result-
ing from any topological sort of this graph, which will make
every scheduling meta-rule in M true. This shows the
constructions of the proof of Theorem 4.1 can all be extended
to the cage that M also contains scheduling meta-rules.
To finish the proof, we need to show that for any schedul-
ing meta-rule AOB, if M |&AOB then there is a model of
M in which AOB does not hold. Let I=O=A+ _ B+.
Consider, as above, the graph with a node for each rule in
O and an edge from node C to node D if M |&COD. First,
the graph must be acyclic; if it were not, then M would
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diction. Also, the graph cannot contain a path from A to B,
or else M would derive AOB by A9. Therefore, there is atotal order obtained by a topological sort of the graph in
which B comes before A. This order makes every other
scheduling meta-rule in M true, and AOB false.
Finally, all the requirement and preference meta-rules
in M are seen to be satisfied exactly as in the proof of
Theorem 4.1. K
Using these rules we obtain an extension of Corollary 4.2:
Corollary 4.4. Let M be the set of meta-rules in M of
the form A#B or AB or AOB. (That is, all except the
preference ruled.) Let + be a meta-rule of one of these forms.
Then M |&+ if and only if M |&+.
5. ALGORITHMS TO INFER META-RULES
A polynomial time algorithm to test whether a meta-rule
follows from a given set of meta-rules can be developed
using axioms A1A11.
In fact, we now give an algorithm to compute, given a set
of meta-rules M, the set of positive requirement, disabling,
and scheduling meta-rules implied by M. We do this by
computing, for each rule A, the set A+=[rules B | M |&
(A#B)] and the set A&=[rules B | M |&AB]. We also
compute a directed graph GM whose nodes are the rules
in V, and there is an edge (A, B) in GM if and only if the
scheduling rule AOB is implied by M.
Algorithm 5.1.
INPUT: A set M of meta-rules on a set of rules V.
OUTPUT: (a) For each A # V, the sets A+=
[rules B | M |&(A#B)] and A&=[rules B | M |&AB].
(b) A graph GM =(V, E) such that (A, B) # E if and only if
M |&AOB.
METHOD:
1. for each A # V
2. A p :=[A] _ [C | A#C];
3. Am :=[C | AC # M _ [C | CA # M]
4. end for
5. GM :=(V, E) where E=[(A, B) | AOB # M].
6. while changes occur
7. if C # Ap for some A, C # V then A p :=A p _ C p end
if
8. if A p & Bm{< for some A, B # V
then Am :=Am _ [B]; Bm :=Bm _ [A]; add edges
(A, B) and (B, A) to GM end if
9. for each pair (A, B) # V
10. GM (A, B) :=subgraph of GM induced by A p _ B p
11. if (A, B) # transitiveclosure(GM (A, B)) then add
edge (A, B) to GM end if
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closure(GM (A, B))
13. Am :=Am _ [B]; add edge (A, B) to GM
14. Bm :=Bm _ [A]; add edge (B, A) to GM
15. end for
16. end for
17. for each A such that A p & Am{<
18. A p :=Am :=V
19. end for
20. end while
The main loop of the algorithm repeatedly makes inferen-
ces of meta-rules, by adding elements to some A p or some
Am, or by adding edges to the precedence graph GM . In
particular, let us explain the first for each loop within the
main loop, starting at line 9. First, we construct for each
pair of rules A and B a graph GM (A, B), the subgraph of the
precedence graph GM induced by all the nodes that have
been shown to be positively required by A or B. We examine
the transitive closure of this graph. If there is an edge from
A to B in this transitive closure, it means we can apply
axiom A9 to infer AOB, which we represent by inserting
the (A, B) edge in GM . Now, in the nested for each loop, we
look for rules C in the same transitive closure graph that
participate in cycles. For each such rule we find, we can
apply axiom A10 to conclude AB and hence BA, which we
represent by updating Am and Bm.
Theorem 5.1. At the end of the execution of Algorithm
5.1, A p=A+, Am=A&, and edge (A, B) is in GM if and only
if M |&AOB.
Proof. Soundness of the algorithm, that is, A pA+,
AmA&, and M |&AOB for every edge (A, B) in GM,
follows easily from soundness of the inference rules above. If
Ap & Am{<, then A is true, A can never execute, and
hence A can trivially disable as well as positively require
every other rule in V, that is, A+=A&=V.
Completeness is proved by induction on the length of the
derivation of the meta-rules. There are three types of meta-
rules to consider.
1. Positive requirement rules. Suppose M |&A#C. We
want to show that C is placed in A p by the algorithm.
Proceed by induction on the length of a shortest derivation
of A#C from M using the axioms. For the basis, the only
derivation of length 1 is one where A#C is in M or one
where axiom A4 is used, and in both cases AP is appropriately
set by the initialization step. For the induction step, there
are two cases to consider, depending on the last axiom used
to derive A#C: A5 or A6. If it is A5, then by induction B
will be placed in A p and C in B p, so line 7 will eventually
place C in A p. If it is A6, by induction A will be placed in Am,
and we know A is also placed in A p by the initialization, so
lines 17 and 18 will place C in A p.
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tion as before. For the basis, the initialization will place in
Am any C such that AC is in M. For the induction step,there are four axioms to consider as the last step in the
derivation of AC: Al, A2, A3, and A10. Since the algorithm
always treats A and C symmetrically whenever it infers AC
or CA, A1 is taken care of. Inferences ending in A2 will be
performed by line 8. A3 is taken care of by lines 17 and 18.
For A10, note that, by induction, each Bi will be placed
either in A p or in C p. Also by induction, there is an edge in
GM from each Bi to Bi+1 , for 1i<k, and from Bk to B1 .
These edges are also present in the graph induced by
A p _ C p; therefore there is a cycle from B1 to B1 in this
graph, so C gets added to Am in lines 1214.
3. Precedence rules. Suppose M |&AOB. There are two
cases, depending on whether the last rule used in the deriva-
tion is A9 or A11. For A9, an argument similar to the one
for disabling rules and A10 shows that an edge from A to B
is placed in GM by line 11. For A11, note that the algorithm
adds the appropriate edge to GM whenever it infers AB
or BA. K
Example 5.1. We can run Algorithm 5.1 on the meta-
rules of Example 3.3 for the airline ECA rules and derive the
following positive requirement meta-rules. No new disabl-
ing meta-rules can be derived. We do not list the trivial
positive requirement meta-rules of the form A#A:
c#a, d#a, e#a, f #a, and g#a.
We also derive the following scheduling meta-rules:
aOc, aOd, aO f, aO g, dOe, eOd.
Algorithm 5.1 gives an efficient implication test for
positive requirement, disabling, and scheduling meta-rules.
Implication of preference rules can be tested using the
following result.
Theorem 5.2. M |&B>A if and only if either B # A+ or
if M contains a rule B>C such that CA+.
Proof. The (if ) direction follows from the inference
axioms. If B # A+, it means then A#B. B>B from axiom
A7. Combining these two in axiom A8, we get that B>A, if
M derives a rule B>C such that CA+, then axiom A8
directly derives B>A.
For the (only if ), suppose M |&B>A. We proceed by
induction on the length of a shortest derivation of B>A
from M. For the base cases, if B>A has a derivation of
length 0, then B>A # M, satisfying the theorem. If B>A
has a derivation of length 1, then the derivation consists of
axioms A7 or A8, and in both cases the theorem is verified.
Now suppose the shortest derivation of B>A is of length
n>1. Consider the last axiom in the derivation. If it is
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there is some C such that CA+ and B>C has a shortest
derivation of length n&1 or less. By induction, either
ZB # C+ or there is a rule B>Z in M such that ZA+. If
B # C+, then B # A+ and we are done. If there is a rule
B>Z in M such that ZA+, note that this rule satisfies
the theorem by setting C to Z. K
Example 5.2. Given the meta-rules of Example 3.3, and
the positive requirement and disabling rules inferred in
Example 5.1, we can use Theorem 5.2 to derive the following
preference meta-rules (we do not list the trivial preference
rules of the form A>A):
a>b, a>c, a>d, a>e, a>f,
a>g, b>c, b>d, b>e, b> f.
A polynomial time algorithm to test whether a meta-rule
follows from a given set of meta-rules can be derived from
Algorithm 5.1.
Theorem 5.3. The implication problem for meta-rules is
decidable in polynomial time.
Proof. Let n be the the number of rules in the system,
i.e., the cardinality of V, and m the size of M. In each itera-
tion of Algorithm A.1, at least either one rule is added to A p
or Am for some A, or an edge is added to GM , so there are
O(n2) iterations. In each iteration, the work is O(n2m), lead-
ing to O(n4m) running time in a crude implementation.
Theorem 5.2 shows that incorporating preference rules does
not change the complexity. K
6. LIVENESS, DETERMINISM, AND WELL-ORDERING
IN A RULE SYSTEM
We now analyze several static properties of a rule system
S=(V, M). Static properties are those that can be deter-
mined without looking at a specific input set.
6.1. Liveness
Definition 6.1 (Live Rule). A rule A is said to be live in
a rule system S if there exists a fireable set I for which A is
in the execution set O. A rule that is not live will be called
dead.
A rule that is not live may be deleted from the rule system,
along with any meta-rules that are incident upon it, thereby
reducing the size of the rule system.
Theorem 6.1. A rule A is dead in a rule system S if and
only if the meta-rule set M derives the meta-rule A , and hence
liveness can be checked in time polynomial in size of M.
Proof. The (if ) part is straightforward. For the (only if ),
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cannot be a model of S. Suppose it violates some positive
rule C#D. Then CA+ and D  A+, contradicting thetransitivity of #. So it must violate some negative rule BC
That is, BCA+, so we have A#B. From A#C and BC,
by axioms A1 and A2 we get AB, proving the theorem. K
Another useful piece of information in a rule system is
which pairs of rules can occur together in some O set. For
example, we need only worry about such pairs of rules when
deciding what scheduling meta-rules to specify. The next
theorem states that unless we have been explicitly told, or
can derive on the basis of what we have been explicitly told,
that two rules cannot fire together, there is at least some
model in which the two could fire together (not taking into
account semantics specific to the application and not
analyzing the internals of either rule).
Theorem 6.2. Given a set of meta-rules M, rules A and
B can occur in the set O of some model of M if and only if
M |&3 AB.
Proof. If M |&3 AB, then in any model of M in which A
appears in O, B cannot appear in O, and vice versa. If both
implications are false, consider a model of M in which, say,
AB is false. This means A and B are both in O. K
Example 6.1. For our airline example, we did not
derive any meta-rule of the form A . Therefore, by Theorem
6.1, all the rules are live. The only disabling rule derived was
de. Thus, by Theorem 6.2, all other pairs of rules can co-
occur in the execution set for some input set.
Suppose we add the meta-rule b#e to the airline
example. Then we can derive d#e, which together with de,
leads to d , so rule [d] is dead.
6.2. Determinism
Our task here is to characterize rule systems in which, for
every fireable I, the execution set O is uniquely defined by
the rules and meta-rules. We want to execute every fireable
rule that is not blocked by the meta-rules and the other
fireable rules, so we are interested in maximal execution sets.
Definition 6.2 (Deterministic Rule System). A rule
system S=(V, M) is deterministic if for each input set I
there is a unique maximal set O such that for one or more
total orders | on O, (V, I, O, |) is a model of M.
Determinism implies that there exists a unique set of rules
that should be selected for firing. We will show that deter-
minism can be checked in polynomial time (this is the most
difficult result of the paper). Note that determinism does not
imply that there is a unique execution order between the
rules. The existence of a unique execution order will be
called well-ordering in Section 6.3.
Nondeterminism is introduced in a rule system by
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meta-rule AB and no way of preferring A to B, we may have
one maximal execution set where A fires and one where B
does. The disabling rules must be ‘‘disambiguated’’ by
assigning them a preference in order to guarantee deter-
minism. A major result of this paper is that determinism of
a rule system can be checked statically and efficiently. Doing
so requires some preprocessing outlined below.
Definition 6.3 (Reduced Rule System). Given a rule
system S$=(V$, M$), the reduced rule system S=(V, M)
is obtained as follows:
v Construct a positive requirement graph G. The graph
has one node for each rule in V$. There is an edge from node
A to node B if the meta-rule A#B is in the set M$.
v Reduce each strongly connected component [A1 , ..., Ak]
of G into a single node A.
v Reduce rule set V by replacing rules [A1 , ..., Ak] by a
single rule symbol A. Reduce the meta-rule set M by
replacing each occurrence of Ai by the new rule symbol A.
Eliminate duplicate meta-rules.
v Let the reduced rule set and meta-rule set be V and M.
v Do liveness analysis on (V, M) , and eliminate all
dead rules from V.
The reduction helps us by getting rid of all positive
requirement cycles from the meta-rule set and allows us to
reason about these rules together as a set. The rules in such
a cycle either must all be in the execution set or must all be
excluded from the execution set. If any one rule in a cycle is
dead, all the rules will be dead. So, the analysis of these can
be done faster by using one rule symbol. We also eliminate
all dead rules from the system to make further analysis
easier.
Definition 6.4 (Minimal Disabling Set). For the pur-
poses of this section, consider the disabling meta-rule AB as
indistinguishable from BA. By axiom A1, this does not
change the semantics. Given a reduced system S=(V, M),
let D be the set of all disabling meta-rules in M, and let E
be all the remaining meta-rules in M. Minimize D by
repeated application of the following step until it no longer
applies:
v If a disabling meta-rule + # D can be derived from
E _ D&[+], then remove + from the set D.
The resulting set D is called the minimal disabling set. The
meta-rules in D are called minimal disabling meta-rules.
Lemma 6.1. Given a reduced system S=(V, M) the
minimal disabling set D is unique and well-defined.
Proof. The disabling rules can be represented as edges
in the reduced positive requirement graph G, which is
acyclic. We can remove a disabling edge AC whenever there
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abling edge CB. Since the positive requirement graph is
acyclic, the process of removing edges will terminate, withan end state where a disabling edge BC remains in the graph
only if the following holds:
v There is no path from B to a node E, such that the dis-
abling edge BE was in the initial model M.
In other words, only the disabling rules between nodes as
far down in the graph as possible will be left, regardless of
the order in which they are eliminated from the disabling
set. K
Example 6.2. Let S be defined by V=ABCD, M=
[AB, CD, C>D, A#C, B#D]. This is a reduced system
since the positive requirement graph is acyclic. The minimal
disabling set is [CD], since the rule AB can be derived as
follows: From A#C 7 CD we get AD by axiom A2. From
B#D 7 AD we get AB by axiom A2.
Example 6.3. For the airline rule system, the positive
requirement graph is acyclic, so the reduced system is the
same as the original system. Suppose we added the meta-
rule a# f to the airline rule system. Then rules [a], [b],
and [ f ] all positively require one another, so all three can
be coalesced into one.
Further, in the running example there is only one dis-
abling rule de, and it cannot be derived from any subset of
the meta-rule set. Hence the minimal disabling set is [de].
Suppose the airline rule system were augmented with the
meta-rules g#d and ge. We observe that ge can be derived
from g#d and de by application of rule A2. Hence the mini-
mal disabling set is still [de].
Theorem 6.3. A reduced rule system S, comprising a set
of rules V and a set of meta-rules M, is deterministic if and
only if, for every minimal disabling rule AB in M, either
M |&(A>B) or M |&(B>A).
Proof. (If part) Assume the preference conditions are
satisfied for each minimal disabling rule. Suppose there are
two distinct possible execution sets, called O1 and O2 , for
some fireable set I in a rule system S that satisfies the condi-
tion of the theorem. There must be at least one rule A in O1
not in O2 .
The possible reasons that A cannot be added to O2 , even
though it is on O1 , are (if none of these apply, then the rule
A can be placed in O2) as follows:
v A conflicts with some rule in O2 ; that is, there is a
meta-rule AB that can be inferred from M with B # O2 . But
A is in O1 , so it cannot conflict with any rule in O1 . There-
fore B  O1 .
(Case 1) If AB is a minimal disabling meta-rule,
then by the theorem assumption, we must have either A>B
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then O2 is not valid and if B>A then O1 is not valid, a con-
tradiction.
Z(Case 2) If AB is not a minimal disabling meta-
rule, it must have been derived using axiom>A2 or A3 on
another meta-rule in M. If derived using axiom A3, then
rule A is dead and could not have been in O1 . If derived
using axiom A2, then this was derived from some disabling
rule BC where A#C holds, so C must also appear in O1 .
(Case 2.a) If the BC meta-rule is minimal, then
either B>C or C>B holds. We assumed that B # O2 and
C # O1 . Now, since one of the preference relations holds, it
cannot be the case that B is included in one execution set,
and C in the other execution set, so we get a contradiction.
(Case 2.b) If the BC meta-rule is not minimal, it
must be derivable. Look at its derivation, and reason with
the disabling rule used to derive it. We must eventually
reach a disabling rule that is minimal, closing the recursion
at that point.
v There is a meta-rule A#A$ that can be inferred
from M where A{A$  O2 ; that is, A positively requires
some distinct A$ which is part of O1 but not O2 . Repeat the
above analysis with A$ in place of A. Since the positive
requirement graph in the reduced set is acyclic, we must exit
this path due to some other meta-rule, or else all the rules
along this path can be placed in the execution set O2 .
v There is a meta-rule A$>A that can be inferred
from M where A{A$ # I and A$  O2 ; that is, a distinct rule
A$, which is part of O1 but not O2 , is preferred over A.
Repeat the analysis with A$ in place of A. We must even-
tually leave the preference path or cycle with some other
meta-rule, or else all the rules along this path can be placed
in the execution set O2 .
(‘‘Only if’’ part) The ‘‘only if ’’ part is the easy one for this
theorem. Let if possible the system be deterministic, but
some minimal disabling meta-rule not have the preference
condition satisfied. Let AB be one such minimal disabling
meta-rule, without either A>B or B>A being derivable
from M. Then consider the case where I comprises A+ _ B+.
No rule or pair of rules in A+ _ B+, other than A and B,
can have a disabling rule between them, because if they did,
then AB could be derived from that disabling rule and from
the positive requirement meta-rules, and AB would not be
minimal. However, for I=A+ _ B+, there are two possible
outputs, O=I&A and 0=I&B, violating the assumption
that the system is deterministic. K
Theorem 6.3 not only characterizes deterministic rule
systems, but also provides guidance regarding what must
be done to make the system deterministic when it is not.
Specifically, it lets the programmer identify particular mini-
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direction specified on them and add appropriate preference
rules to make the system deterministic.Theorem 6.4. Given a rule system S=(V, M) , one
can check, in time polynomial in size of M, whether the rule
system is deterministic.
Proof. Given a rule system (V, M) , we first construct
the reduced rule system. The construction of the positive
requirement graph, identification of strongly connected
components, and replacement of strongly connected com-
ponents with a single node can clearly be done in polyno-
mial time. Each meta-rule in the resulting set can be checked
for liveness in polynomial time (Theorem 6.1), so the entire
construction of the reduced rule system can be completed in
polynomial time in M. The minimal disabling set can also
be constructed in polynomial time using the graph construc-
tion in the proof to Lemma 6.1. Given that implication can
be checked in polynomial time, Theorem 6.3 implies that
determinism can be checked in polynomial time. K
Example 6.4. Consider the rule system S with V=
ABCD, and M=[AB, CD, C>D, A#C, B#D]. This
rule system is deterministic. Indeed, we can list the unique
(inputoutput) sets for all the possible 16 inputs to this
system as <<, A<, B<, CC, DD, AB<, ACAC,
ADD, BCC, BDBD, CDC, ABCAC, ABDBD, ACDAC,
BCDC, and ABCDAC.
For the airline rule system, there is a preference meta-rule
D>E, and the only minimal disabling rule is [d][e]. Thus,
by Theorem 6.3 the airline rule system is deterministic.
6.3. Well-Ordering
Given a deterministic rule system, we still need to be sure
that there is a unique total order | upon each execution
set O. Theorem 6.5 below provides us with a necessary and
sufficient condition.
Definition 6.5 (Well-Ordering). A deterministic rule
system S, comprising a set of rules V and a set of meta-rules
M, is said to be well-ordered if M implies a unique total
order | for the rules in O; that is, no matter what the input
set, if rules A and B appear in the output, they must appear
in the same order.
Theorem 6.5. A deterministic reduced rule system S,
comprising a set of rules V and a set of meta-rules M, is
well-ordered iff for every pair of rules A, B # V, M implies
one of
1. AOB or 2. BOA.
Proof. If the requirement of the theorem is satisfied,
then for every pair of rules that could occur in O, there is a
scheduling rule that establishes a relative order between
ON, AND MUMICKthem. Further, on account of inference axiom A10 and
Theorem 4.3, we know that there can be no cycle in the
relative order established pairwise between any set of rules
that co-occur in O. Therefore, we have a total order of the
rules in O. Since this is true for every choice of I, and hence
O for the deterministic rule system, it follows that the rule
system is well-ordered.
Now suppose that the requirement of the theorem is not
satisfied, that is, there exists a pair of rules A, B # V for
which none of the three conditions hold. From Theorem 6.2
we know that there exists at least some I for which A and B
both occur in O. Further, there is some execution set in
which A appears before B, and some execution set in which
B appears before A, so the system is not well-ordered.
Example 6.5. Consider the reduced rule set V=
[A, B, C], and M=[AOB, BOC].
This rule system is deterministic. For an input I, the
execution set is also I.
However, the system is not well-ordered. For the input
[A, B, C], the output can be ordered as (A  B  C).
However, for the input [A, C], the output cannot be
ordered. This is because the intermediate node B in the
scheduling meta-rules can be used to infer AOC only when
B is in the output, and as we just saw, B is not always in the
output.
Thus, this system is not well-ordered due to the pair
(A, C). The system can be made well-ordered by specifying
meta-rules. A programmer may also choose to live with a
non-well-ordered system if he knows that the order between
A and C is not important.
Example 6.6. For the airline rule system, Examples 5.1
and 5.2, list the complete set of meta-rules that can be
derived from the given set of meta-rules in Example 3.3. We
repeat the complete set here (we do not list the trivial
preference and positive requirement meta-rules of the form
A>A and A#A):
b#a, c#a, d#a, e#a, f #a, g#a, c#b,
d#b, e#b, f #b, g#b.
de.
d>e, a>b, a>c, a>d, a>e, a> f,
a> g, b>c, b>d, b>e, b> f.
aOb, aOc, aOd, aO f, aO g, bOc, bOd,
bOe, bO f, bO g, cO f, cO g, dO f,
dO g, eO f, eO g, and f O g.
There are several pairs of rules for which neither the
precedence nor the disabling rules hold. For example, (c, d )
and (c, e) are two such pairs. Thus this system is not well-
ordered. Now, for (c, d ), it doesn’t really matter what order
MANAGING CONFLICis used, since multiplication is commutative. However, for
(c, e) the order is material. At this point, the rule system
designer would write a new scheduling rule, say cOe.7. COMPUTING THE EXECUTION SEQUENCE
Thus far we have studied a given rule system statically,
without a specific input set. From the static analysis, we
have shown how to determine useful properties of the rule
system and utilize these to assist a programmer in specifying
additional or different meta-rules.
In this section we consider the problem of actually
applying the meta-rules given that a particular event has
occurred, and multiple rules have their condition predicates
satisfied; that is, given a deterministic rule system S and a
fireable set I, how do we compute the corresponding execu-
tion set O, and establish a total order on it?
We assume the set of meta-rules M is reduced (Definition
6.3) that is, rules that positively require each other have
been collapsed into equivalence classes. It is straightforward
to translate fireable rules into their class representative
before applying the algorithm and back from class repre-
sentatives into individual rules after the algorithm is done.
Algorithm 7.1. The algorithm to compute the execu-
tion set consists of the following steps:
1. Initialize O equal to I.
2. Validate I with respect to the positive requirement
meta-rules. For every pair of rules A # O, B  O, if M |&
(A#B), then (1) remove rule A from O, and (2) remove all
rules C # O such that M |&A>C.
3. Identify pairs of rules A and B in I, such that AB is a
minimal disabling rule as given by Definition 6.4.
4. The system is assumed to be deterministic, so for each
rule pair (A, B) identified above, one must be preferred to
the other (Theorem 6.3); without loss of generality suppose
M |&A>B.
v Delete rule B from the execution set O.
v Delete all rules C # O such that M |&C#B or
M |&B>C.
5. Establish an order on O using the scheduling meta-
rules. A total order can be established if the system is well-
ordered or if the scheduling rules on the current execution
set are enough to force a total order.
Example 7.1. Let us again consider the airline frequent
flier database example. Let a tuple be inserted into the
FlightDetail database, and as a result, let the rules
I=[a, b, d, e, g] be fireable. Running Algorithm 7.1, we
find that the I set is valid with respect to positive require-
ment meta-rules. So O is set equal to I=[a, b, d, e, g]. In
the next step, we consider the minimal disabling meta-rule
25TS BETWEEN RULESde, and given the preference rule d>e, we drop rule e from
O. There is no meta-rule of the form A#e or e>A that can
be derived, so nothing more needs to be done.
ZNo other minimal disabling rule remains, so the execu-
tion set O=[a, b, d, g] is the final execution set. As for the
order, given the scheduling meta-rules shown in Example
3.3, we can obtain the total order |=(a  b  d  g).
As another example, consider another activation of the
rules, leading to the input set I=[a, b, c, d, g]. No rules are
dropped due to disabling rules, and we get O=I=[a, b,
c, d, g]. Now two orders are possible, |1=(a  b  c 
d  g) and |2=(a  b  d  c  g). Both of these orders
produce the same result, so the rule system designer may
well ignore this issue, and let the system chose any one of
these orders.
Algorithm 7.1 has been stated in a manner that makes it
easiest to understand. An actual implementation can be
made more efficient by using graphs. We outline such an
implementation here.
We define a meta-rule graph with one node for each live
rule in the rule set V, an undirected edge for each essential
disabling meta-rule, and three types of directed edgesone
for each positive requirement meta-rule (from node A to
node B for meta-rule A#B), one for each preference meta-
rule (from node B to node A for meta-rule A>B), and one
for each scheduling meta-rule (from node A to node B for
meta-rule AOB).
When building the meta-rule graph, we only need to
consider the transitive reduction of the set of positive
requirement meta-rules, and we can ignore the scheduling
rules that are derived from inference axiom A8. The meta-
rule graph is reduced along the cycles involving the positive
requirement edges, and the reduced graph is topologically
sorted on the positive requirement edges.
When given a particular input set I, we first ‘‘project’’ the
meta-rule graph on the set of nodes in I. The projection
retains only the nodes of the graph that are in I ; only the
positive requirement edges in the graph that emanate from
a node in I (if the destination is not in I, create a special
node marked NULL); and only the scheduling, preference,
and disabling edges in the graph that are between two nodes
in I. Next, we traverse the projected meta-rule graph in
reverse topological order (with respect to the positive
requirement meta-rules), and for each node, the following
hold:
v If there are any outgoing preference edges to NULL,
delete this node, all ancestors of this node, and all nodes
with preference edges to any deleted nodes.
v If there are any disabling edges incident on this node,
check for preference direction on the disabling edge. Delete
the node that is less preferred, all its ancestors, and all nodes
with preference edges to deleted nodes.
26 JAGADISH, MENDELThe nodes that remain in the graph, in the topological order
according to the scheduling edges, constitute the desired
execution sequence in the execution set.Theorem 7.1. Algorithm 7.1 computes the execution set
for a deterministic role system in time polynomial in the
number of rules in the input set I.
Proof. Since rule implication can be tested in polyno-
mial time, we know that no more than O( |I |2) pairs of AB
can be found. For each such pair, the time spent is at most
O(I ) to check for additional deletions that may follow, and
time polynomial in the size of M to check for implications.
K
Theorem 7.1 guarantees us that given a set of fireable
rules, determining which ones to execute and in which order
is not too expensive. In fact, with the graph structures, we
can compute the execution set in time linear in the number
of meta-rules. However, one may still worry about even this
polynomial (in number of rules fireable) cost in high-perfor-
mance applications. Our experience in the applications we
have studied is that there are only a few canonical types of
updates, with corresponding sets of fireable rules. One can
compute the execution sequence once for each such com-
bination and store these in a table. Thereafter, whenever a
(typical) event causes a set of rules to become fireable, one
only has to look at this table to find the proper execution
sequence.
Algorithm 7.1 can be modified to choose all possible
execution sets when the given rule system is nondeter-
ministic. However, the number of execution sets can be
exponential in the number of rules.
8. RELATED WORK
Active databases and rule systems have both seen a large
volume of research literature. That multiple triggers (or
rules) may qualify for firing simultaneously has been
recognized by many people. There are three primary ways
in which this is dealt with. The first is to fire all triggers
that qualify [DBB+88, GJ91] in parallel. While such a
mechanism has the benefits of being clean to understand,
the action parts must commute for every pair of rules that
may simultaneously execute, and this places a restriction on
what can be programmed into the action parts of rules. The
second is to use criteria such as recency, specificity [WF90,
SLR88]), or ‘‘certainty factors’’ [Dav80]. We believe this is
not a good idea, since one is hard-coding application-
dependent heuristics into a system. A comprehensive taxonomy
of different criteria for this purpose is presented in [SI89],
each suitable in a different circumstance.
The third possibility is to use explicitly stated priorities
between rules. In [SHP88, Han89] the authors require an
absolute priority level for each rule. Starburst [WCL91]
permits explicitly specified relative priorities, but uses
default priorities (derived by application of a heuristic
ON, AND MUMICKcriterion) where no explicit priorities have been specified. In
[ACL91] the authors discuss the management of these
interactions and the incremental maintenance of priorities
derived using transitivity from those explicitly stated. Rule-
based query rewrite optimizers [PHH92] use hard-coded
priorities between query rewrite rules. The design of such
optimizers could benefit by using our meta-rules.
In [SKdM92] the authors allow explicit specification of
a ‘‘control expression,’’ in a regular expression-like syntax,
to consider just one rule, or all rules, as desired, at a time
from the fireable set. However, there is no notion of turning
off certain rules explicitly in certain contexts, and default
priorities are heuristically derived where none are explicitly
specified. A similar approach has been adopted by [IN88].
They add to Datalog programs a regular expression on the
alphabet of rules which allows specification of which rules
are evaluated after which rules, in parallel with other rules,
etc. They show how to translate a program and an expression
into a locally stratified program with the same semantics.
Parallel production systems consider the entire set of
eligible rules in parallel rather than one at a time. For
instance, the Parullel language [SDW91] permits specifica-
tion of ‘‘reduction’’ meta-rules in higher-order logic, using
rule names as predicates and predicate names as symbols,
to eliminate rules otherwise eligible for firing. A similar
strategy is adopted by CREL [CKB91].
Though our scheduling meta-rules rules are similar to
relative priorities, we do not rely totally upon them. In fact,
we use three other types of rules to control the exact set of
rules to be executed, and only then use scheduling meta-
rules. To our knowledge, no one has performed an analysis
of meta-rules or priorities specified to determine properties
of the rule system, such as whether a unique execution order
is guaranteed in all circumstances with no need to resort to
heuristics.
One problem with our approach is that the programmer
who introduces a new rule may find it difficult to determine
its proper relationship to existing rules and come up with
the appropriate meta-rules. When the number of rules
becomes large, one mechanism suggested (e.g., in DEC’s
XCON system [SBJ87]) to manage the complexity of possible
interactions is to organize the rules hierarchically into rule
groups. Interactions are then limited by group boundaries.
We believe that such structuring of rules in large rule
systems is valuable and results in more comprehensible rule
definitions. However, such structuring does not eliminate
the burden of managing interactions between rules; it merely
makes the management easier through better organization.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an intuitive declarative means for a
programmer to specify and manage interactions between
multiple rules in an active database. We have developed a
MANAGING CONFLICformal axiomatization for such a specification and have
shown a sound and complete algorithm to derive implica-
tions from any set of such specified meta-rules. We havedeveloped efficient tests to check whether a given rule set is
guaranteed to have a well-defined unique execution set and
a unique execution order, irrespective of which specific rules
have their condition predicates satisfied simultaneously. We
also provide tests for other desirable properties of rule sets,
such as liveness and co-occurrence.
Often, programmers have knowledge of what is inside
particular condition predicates. They can use this knowledge
to determine, for instance, that if the condition for rule A is
satisfied, then the condition for rule B is satisfied as well, or
that the condition predicates for rules A and B cannot be
satisfied at the same time. Such ‘‘assertions’’ on the part of
the programmer can also be encoded in the form of positive
requirement and disabling meta-rules, and can be used both
to manage interactions and to verify correctness at run time.
While we have illustrated our ideas using an object-
oriented active database model, the ideas are applicable to
other active database models, and indeed to other rule
systems as well. For example, consider the Starburst rule
system [WF90] for relational databases. The set V could
represent the set of rules that are activated by one of the
update events on one relation, and the set I could represent
the subset of V for which the condition evaluates to true. If
one does not want to evaluate the conditions of all activated
rules (or if one uses event-action rules), the set I is made
equal to the set V.
We believe that as trigger facilities become more prevalent
in databases and are used more extensively, managing inter-
actions between rules gains importance. In this paper, we
have proposed a declarative mechanism for controlling the
interaction of multiple rules, without the need to use global
variables that are set by one rule and checked by others.
Further, we have developed a very complete and powerful
analysis system that can not only infer properties of the rule
system, but can also guide the programmer in disambiguat-
ing the rule system by pointing him toward rules that have
ambiguous behavior. These rule analysis techniques are
inspired by a real billing application in AT6T, very similar
to the problem of computing frequent flier miles upon each
flight transaction. A production system based on our rule
analysis technique is being implemented.
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